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Rental apartment for new couple in Malang (ASKB) is a dwelling system with some block apartments as main building. ASKB is a dwelling concept created from study of rental apartment in Japan by PUSJUKI which will sugested for Indonesian government as a inwrought pilot project settlement subsidying by government. The apartment will be used for new couple who have no personal dwelling specially in district Klojen, Malang.

The design used behaviour architecture approach combined by integration and national carracter norms. Some analisists done for the object and site before doing the design. The design proposed for fasilitating the needs of dwellers on a privacy and interaction which are usually difficult to get from common apartment. After doing some analisists, the concept released for compiling all aspects in design.

The design concept take from collaboration among the theme of behaviour architecture (personal space and territoriality), national chararacter building norms, and integration study of sillaturahmy and mahram